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The past two years have seen a tidal wave of consumer changes, and none so much as in the six 
nations of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). With an already digitally and socially forward consumer, 
behavioural adaptation is second nature, and the path to convenience and consciousness is at the heart 
of the ‘food consumer 2.0’ in the region. 

This report gives brands insight into how the pandemic has shaped new specialty food consumers and 
their behaviour within the broader food category.  

To understand regional consumers in context, we also look at an introduction to the market sentiment 
and the outlook for new-to-market companies or brands looking to expand territory. 

Furthermore, our personality analysis of the data looks at connecting with the local food audience 
physically and emotionally. What trends & concerns to take note of and what triggers, needs, and values 
will prompt engagement and trial. 

We are proud to partner with The Specialty Food Festival for what is a rapidly growing category in a 
receptive market. 

We look forward to seeing you at the event.

Jess Noble
The D/A team 
jess.noble@d-a.co

Introduction
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The COVID-19 pandemic has changed consumer behaviours, and consumers in the GCC are redefining 
their relationship with food and drink. Although the weekly grocery shop is unlikely ever to be the same, 
and the trending move to online grocery shopping and delivery or ‘click and collect’ will only become 
more prevalent across the region, the desire for post-pandemic social interaction is driving consumers 
beyond the virtual experiences and people back to bricks-and-mortar stores. 

Today, a good food experience is no longer about being waited on or convenience; it is about quality. As 
we emerge from the pandemic, shopping in-person at gourmet and specialty food and beverage retailers 
will become an experience to be enjoyed, and the focus will be on quality. Likewise, retailers and brands 
that position themselves to acknowledge the changes that the consumers are looking for as part of their 
‘new normal’ world will do well.

Similarly, entertaining budgets are now being spent on putting together fine food experiences at home. 
From gourmet produce boxes to fine dining kits with beautiful branding and packaging, people stay loyal 
to the brands they are passionate about. Brands that stay true to their stories and channel passion and 
warmth for their products through their marketing channels will find loyal followers.

Grocery buyers 2.0
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According to the recent Mastercard study of the UAE, FMCG (fast-moving consumer goods), healthcare, 
apparel and banking have seen the highest surge of online activity.

As e-commerce increasingly 
becomes a part of everyday 
life, consumers are moving 
other aspects of their financial 
management to digital, with 
70% of respondents having 
started banking online.

Following the evidence

of UAE consumers said 
they had shopped more 
online for groceries73%

More than

for clothing
said they had purchased 

medicine online
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The research also reveals the rising impact of social media on consumer spending habits

with 72% and 56% of respondents saying they 
had discovered new sellers through Facebook 

and Instagram respectively

For many retailers, this past year has accelerated existing efforts to innovate in the digital 
space. Still, now is time to reset the way they think about consumers’ needs and motivations 

when visiting physical stores and how in-person shopping fits into their overall journey. So 
what experience do you want to create?  How do you position yourself as a speciality shopping 

destination? And how do you become part of the speciality food conversation in the region? 
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Overall, D/A data shows that the consumer market sentiment in the GCC is positive for consumer 
spending and an important disposable income indicator is that confidence in employment is still as 
strong as pre-pandemic times. 

Moreover, as the recovery in brick-and-mortar retail sales gathers momentum alongside the continued 
surge in online shopping, consumers are ready to ‘experience’ what they love again, with travel, food, 
and entertainment at the top of the list.  

Undeniably, at a glance, data from D/A shows that the food conversation in the GCC has steadily declined 
over the past three years, and although there is a subsequent decline in volume, the content is generating 
a higher level of engagement suggesting creators are understanding the value of niche and targeted 
consumer needs.

Ready for the food experience

The Arabic food conversation

Travel (Vacation Activities)

Travel is driven by youth who want to experience culture, and food is at the centre of cultural experiences. 
Experiences for the new generation are centred around authenticity and uniqueness. These food tourists 
enjoy specialty food and beverages from an artisan community of markets, festivals, food halls, and street 
vendors and are open and receptive to investing in these experiences.
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As food creators and users alike adapt to new platforms and formats, they are finding faster and 
higher-yielding content avenues to share experiences and keep up with the ever-growing offering.   
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There is a strong Arabic social food scene across the region, with food creators, celebrity chefs, and 
namesake restaurants driving a niche interest to a mainstream occurrence. However, this young Arabic 
audience’s social media behaviour is also rapidly changing, and the platforms they use are fragmenting, 
so how are food creators and their audiences shifting? 

The biggest driver of the decline in overall food content is Instagram which holds the highest 
volumes. However, when you overlay engagement with content, D/A data shows that interactions and 
engagements are increasing, driven by the introduction of Instagram Reels.

The introduction of Tik Tok, which is surging in the region, could be another contributor to declining 
content on Instagram, but, even in small volumes, the food conversation is increasing, and again higher-
than-normal retention of content post-Ramadan, where we would usually expect a more significant 
correction.

A social region shifting the conversation

Total posts Engagements

Instagram (Performance over time)

TikTok (Performance over time)

Total Videos Engagements
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YouTube has the smallest representation of the food content audience, but the trend here is 
undeniably different. Whereas the newer platforms are increasing in engagement and audience, 
the long-form video platform is noticeably declining despite maintaining content posting efforts by 
creators. 

Youtube (Performance over time)

Total Videos Engagements
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D/A data also looks at the food audience’s engagement with ‘fine dining’. The data supports the growing 
buzz associated with celebrity chefs, luxury hotels and food destination travel reaching the GCC. 
Unlike the general food conversation, fine dining is growing rapidly, driven mainly by UAE and Dubai. 
Still, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Oman are all on the radar of Arabic food enthusiasts. The fine dining 
conversation is driven by lunch and dinner occasions and peaks in winter month.

A regional attraction of fine dining

Interaction over time
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With the world more aware than ever of the impact of unethical farming practices, emerging food 
categories are becoming mainstream, and an opportunity for gourmet and specialty food to become 
mass appealing is emerging. Organic supermarkets with full vegan product selections are now popping 
up across the region, and our beloved ‘sin’ foods are becoming available in plant-first options in 
everyday supermarkets. 

Here, D/A data shows peaks around Ramadan timings, which generally follows the natural trend of food 
conversations, but what is interesting is that the growth begins to sustain after Ramadan 2020 peak and 
indicates there is an audience that, although conservatively, is building and responding to the specialty 
health food category.

The most engaging food topics are more altruistic than diet-led. Although the volume of conversation is 
low, the engagement and interaction is enormous. For example, comments for food content concerning 
nature and natural qualities are 100 comments per post on average.

Food sustainability trends – 
a slower uptake

Engagements over time

Average comments fre by post
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Today, sustainable food trends are expanding with new conscientious, specialty foods. Consumers in 
the region are increasingly paying attention to how their food is produced, packaged, and how it comes 
to the market. Specialty food retailers and brands will do well to adopt sustainable practices and then 
communicate these actions to their customers.

In the GCC, the UAE consumer is adopting new sustainable food trends faster than other major markets 
in the region. D/A data shows that the engagement with Vegan & Vegetarian content, alongside 
Ramadan traditional spikes in food, are spiking.

Sustainable food trends are now undeniably part of the conversation in the region, however, and 
opportunity lies in education and trial as more specialty products enter the mainstream. 

Eco-consciousness foodies

UAE - vegan / vegetarian 

UAE - vegan / vegetarian 

Engagements over time (Instagram)

Engagements over time (Instagram)
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D/A data that shows different personality types driving different consumption behaviour patterns and 
preferences. Food audiences are similar across Saudi Arabia and UAE. They tend to lead fast-paced, 
busy lives that involve making spontaneous purchases and have a propensity to be open to new 
things and accept change. 

Who are the gourmet and specialty 
food audiences?
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Consumptions preferences

Influence_Brand_Name Influence_Family_Member Influence_Online_Ads Influence_Social_Media Influence_Utility

The numbers tell us that despite the trending move to online shopping, there are enormous opportunities 
for retailers and brands that find innovative and multi-channel ways to capture their share of the region’s 
gourmet and specialty foods conversations. 

Today’s conscious consumer is bringing food quality into the same conversations about broader topics 
they care about, such as local economies, the environment, health and ethics. Therefore, brands that care 
more about their food, and show this through their marketing, packaging, and branding, will ultimately 
resonate well with their audience.

Specialty retailers should also focus on building loyalty with customers to entice them to venture out to 
hand-pick their products at specialist stores to supplement their regular online grocery shopping. With 
the growing confidence in a return to ‘shopping around’, gourmet and specialty brands give consumers 
the high quality, natural selection using specialty ingredients they have been craving.

A market ripe for competition

Sources

https://www.specialtyfood.com/news/article/sfa-releases-state-specialty-food-industry-2020-2021-edition/
https://www.specialityfoodmagazine.com/news/post-covid-consumer-shopping-trends
https://www.thetravelteam.com/4-trends-changing-food-tourism-for-the-better/
https://newsroom.mastercard.com/mea/press-releases/73-of-uae-consumers-are-shopping-more-online-since-
the-start-of-pandemic-reveals-mastercard-study/
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About D/A 
The official research and insights partner for Yummex Middle East 2021

D/A: the Arabic audience understanding specialists

D/A is an independent think lab dedicated to building real connections between brands and consumers of 
the Arab world. We help brands connect to them.

D/A works with brands to make marketing in the Arab-world more effective with deep Arabic consumer 
intelligence. 

They developed  Sila, an Arabic-language AI tool created to gain insight and create strategies that drive 
brand growth across MENA and beyond. 

As the regional expert in Arabic consumer intelligence, D/A combines the speed and depth of the  unique 
Arabic enabled AI with expert strategy and analyst teams that bring human value to big data.

Get in touch today to find out how you can unlock powerful consumer intelligence to drive 
relevance and growth for the region’s food consumers.

Related consumer articles by D/A:

DEconstructed: Food consumers: Webinar replay : https://www.d-a.co/food-consumers-webinar-replay/

GCC #Instafoodies adapting content strategies: https://www.d-a.co/gcc-instafoodies-adapting-content-
strategies/

Food audiences in the GCC growing despite platform fragmentation: https://www.d-a.co/food-
audiences-gcc-growing/

Is organic part of the UAE and KSA health conversation?: https://www.d-a.co/uae-and-ksa-organic-food-
conversations/

We have an unparalleled, real-time understanding of how Arabic consumers 
are interacting with brands and reacting to the changing world around them, 
and we use this to create a foundation for impactful strategic data analysis. 

Paul Kelly, 
Managing Partner

http://www.d-a.co
http://www.d-a.co
http://Related consumer articles by D/A:DEconstructed: Food consumers: Webinar replay : https://www.d-a.co/food-consumers-webinar-replay/GCC #Instafoodies adapting content strategies: https://www.d-a.co/gcc-instafoodies-adapting-content-strategies/Food audiences in the GCC growing despite platform fragmentation: https://www.d-a.co/food-audiences-gcc-growing/Is organic part of the UAE and KSA health conversation?: https://www.d-a.co/uae-and-ksa-organic-food-conversations/
https://www.d-a.co/gcc-instafoodies-adapting-content-strategies/
https://www.d-a.co/gcc-instafoodies-adapting-content-strategies/
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